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1 Introduction
The Foundations and Methods Research Group (FMG) of the Department
of Computer Science, Trinity College, University of Dublin, was founded in
March 1992, when Micheal Mac an Airchinnigh, an established lecturer in
the Department, teamed up with a newly appointed faculty member, Andrew
Butterﬁeld, and other colleagues to set up a research group dedicated to re-
searching the use of mathematics in reasoning about computing systems. A
key focus of the initial work was developing the so-called “Irish School” of
the VDM (VDM♣), as detailed below in §2. As the group expanded and its
interests developed, it broadened out beyond VDM♣, to encompass process al-
gebras in the FACS project (§4.1), theories for reasoning about functional lan-
guages (§4.2, and exploring hardware compilation languages such as Handel-C
(§4.3). The Irish School has moved on towards category theory, to provide a
foundation for reasoning about distributed systems (§3).
2 Method
The title “Irish School of VDM” owes it origins to a paper presented at
VDM’91 [24]. It, and the Ph.D thesis of Mac an Airchinnigh [23] signalled
a break with the mainstream tradition of VDM based on the logic of partial
functions [20] which was heading towards standardisation [21]. The “Irish
School” explored an alternative framework which was more algebraic in na-
ture, with a foundation of mathematical structures and their morphisms [22].
This resulted in equational reasoning playing a much stronger role, making
it more akin to a functional-language style of reasoning. The Irish School
underpins a lot of the work done by FMG.
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3 Foundations
The original foundations of VDM♣ were based on describing the vast majority
of VDM operators as either forming algebraic structures such as monoids,
or as being morphisms between such structures [22,24,23]. In more recent
times, the emphasis has been on more complex structures [25,18,26], with
particular emphasis on topos theory, as a source of mathematical foundations
for formalisms to reason about complex systems [16,17]. There has been a
recent surge of interest in so-called “bigraphs” [28] as a basis for reasoning
about concurrent systems, and we are currently investigating how the topos
of graphs can be adapted to reason about bigraphs.
4 Applications
Initially VDM♣ was used on a number of small case studies, ranging from
an analysis of a stable storage [8], to various modelling exercises designed to
explore and extend aspects of then method [19,9].
In more recent times, FMG has got involved in a number of more fo-
cussed application areas. These are the FACS project (§4.1), the “Real-World”
project (§4.2) and the Handel-C project (§4.3).
4.1 The FACS Project
The FACS project 2 (Formal Aspects of CORBA) was tasked with trying
to build a formal model of some aspects of the Common Object Request
Broker Architecture (CORBA) middleware standard [6,3]. Unlike a lot of the
other research in FMG, VDM♣ was not employed. Instead an object-oriented
process algebra (Oompa) based on the π-calculus [27] with explicit object
state, a class system and a sub-typing hierarchy has been developed [10]. Key
ideas include the notion of all running agents’ code and state being associated
with a given object, explicit method call and return as part of the calculus
syntax, a type system to enure correct patterns of usage and a scheme for
reﬁning speciﬁcations. This work is to be published shortly as a Ph.D. thesis.
4.2 The Real World Project
The “Real-World” project 3 is intended to explore reasoning about the ex-
ternal I/O behaviour of pure lazy functional programming languages which
support referentially transparent I/O, such as Haskell [4] or Clean [2]. The
aim here is to look outside the language to the immediate runtime environment
of the programs, in order to be able to reason formally about these programs’
eﬀects on and interactions with their environment. Haskell hides I/O eﬀects
2 Thanks to Enterprise Ireland, Basic Research Grant No. SC/97/631
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inside an abstract datatype called a Monad [7] whereas our work requires us
to reason “inside” the monad. We are not content to simply reason about
program equivalence (for which monad laws are suﬃcient), but wish to be
able to reason also about external eﬀects. For the Clean I/O system based on
uniqueness types [5], the external world and its key components all already
represented as program identiﬁers, but we still need to model the external be-
haviour, as for the monadic IO programs. It looks feasible to have a common
reasoning framework for both languages, and some initial case studies have
already been performed [12,11]. The goal is to build a hierarchy of models of
the I/O runtime of varying levels of detail and complexity, and to provide a
method for determining the most suitable for any given application.
4.3 The Handel-C Project
Handel-C [1] is a hardware compilation language, i.e. a programming lan-
guage with explicit concurrency constructs, which is targeted at hardware
implementations [29]. These hardware implementations take the form of large
synchronously clocked “islands” of concurrent hardware glues together with
asynchronous interface between clock domains. In collaboration with Jim
Woodcock at UKC, we are exploring formal semantics for this language, with
a view to developing a formal reﬁnement methodology [30] to allow the cal-
culation of correct Handel-C programs from a suitable speciﬁcation notation.
Progress has been made in giving formal semantics to the priority mechanism
and synchronous clocked core parts of the language [15,14,13]. A key part
of our approach has been to split apart the semantics into aspects which are
largely orthogonal — this is facilitated by the synchronous clocked nature of
the computational “islands”, which allow priority issues to be separated out
from more general synchronisation aspects.
5 Conclusions
FMG is expanding its research towards industrial critical systems and is now
becoming well positioned to become a more active player in this arena. The
Handel-C work has immediate and obvious application, as Handel-C is suited
to the implementation of embedded hardware systems, while the Real-World
project should allow reasoning about the external behaviour of applications
written in functional languages. The hope is that the ease of reasoning about
internal properties will extend to external properties, giving an easier approach
to reasoning about critical systems, if implemented using these languages.
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